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    Cleaning the aquarium

    There is an end to wet and slimy hands!

    
            Author: Joan Prat Julian, Barcelona
    

    
            Online since: 25/07/2008,
            Number of visits: 343329
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                        Now it is possible to remove green algae and dirt from the inside of aquarium glass panes without dipping your hand in the water, without emptying the aquarium, without disturbing the fish and even without getting your hands dirty! Magnets are the solution!

To clean the aquarium, you only need:
	A small piece from a cleaning cloth
	A block magnet type Q-15-15-03-N
	A second, easy to hold magnet, such as a boss magnet
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          Step 1:

Cut a 10 x 10 cm piece off a soft cleaning cloth that will not scratch the glass pane.
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          Step 2:

Wrap a Q-15-15-03-N-block magnet or another magnet with similar strength into a cloth.
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          Step 3:

Position the wrapped magnet on the inside of the aquarium glass pane and keep it in place with a counter-magnet on the outside.
Cover the counter magnet with a cloth as well, so you don't scratch the glass!

Now, carefully move the magnet on the outside.
The magnetic cleaning cloth will, of course, follow the movement.
That's how you can remove dirt and algae on the inside without any difficulty.
It leaves the aquarium perfectly clean!


      



          

  

  
                                  




        
    
    
            

                        Note from the supermagnete team:

We would like to point out, that our neodymium magnets
are not actually meant for use in water, since they are not rust-proof.
You can expect having to replace them frequently.
Ideally suited for this application are waterproof magnets.
These neodymium magnets are enclosed in a plastic or rubber casing and thus protected.
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[image: Q-15-15-03-N Block magnet 15 x 15 x 3 mm, holds approx. 3,4 kg, neodymium, N45, nickel-plated]
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        1,63 EUR ea.*
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[image: Boss magnet large  max. load on the wall 1,2 kg, exclusive office magnet neodymium, made of aluminium]
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                1 pc.
      	
        14,89 EUR ea.*
                              
	from	
                3 pcs.
      	
        13,62 EUR ea.*
                              
	from	
                10 pcs.
      	
        12,49 EUR ea.*
                              
	from	
                20 pcs.
      	
        11,95 EUR ea.*
                              
	from	
                40 pcs.
      	
        11,46 EUR ea.*
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            3D-printed board magnet
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    * All prices include value added tax, plus shipping costs.
  
  
    Minimum order value EUR 20
  
      
      Delivery time:
      3-8 business days
    
  

    

    
      Address


      Webcraft GmbH

    Industriepark 206

    78244 Gottmadingen

    Germany
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